
Revision Sheet 1 Years 3-5 Growth Crossword
Know your growth vocabulary! Fill in each answer by using the clues below.

Across Clues Down Clues
3)
5)

7)
8)

11)
12)

a human being from birth to one year old (6)
the name for a disease caused by a lack of calcium
which results in brittle bones (12)
the process of increasing in size is called (6)
the smallest structural unit in an organism (5)
actiMty requiring physical effort (8)
measurement of someone from top to toe is called a
person's (6)

1)

2)

things that make up tissue including hair and
muscles (7)
things may have similarities or

(11)

15) a particular person is called an (10)
16) an important mineral in the diet; important for the

growth of healthy bones and teeth (7)
18) food for health and growth makes up a person's (9)
19) an unborn or unhatched offspring (6)
20) the way in which a person lives is called that person's

(e)
21) the speed at which something happens or someone

grows (4)

4) cells and products that help us to grow (6)
6) parts of an individual that are inherited as said to be

(7)
9) a lack of something, for example calcium, is called a

(10)
10) the heaviness of a person or thing (6)
13) lf one is in a good physical or mental state, one is

described as being (7)
14) an inorganic substance required by the body (8)
17) any pieces of the hard tissue which make up the

skeleton (4)

22) unborn or unhatched offspring of vertebrates which
have the features of the adult (6)
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Sheet l Years 3-5 Growth Crossword

ACROSS:
3.INFANT 5.OSTEOPOROSIS T.GROWTH
S.CELLS lI.EXERCISE I2.HEIGT{T
Is.INDIVIDUAL 16.CALCIUM
lS.NUTRITION 1g.EMBRYO
2O.LIFESTYLE 21.RATE 22.FOETUS

DOWN:
i.PROTEIN 2.DIFFERENCES 4.TISSUE
6.GENENC g.DEFICIENCY IO.WEIGHT
I3.HEALTHY I4.MINERALS l7.BONE


